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International Grail Network Forum  
By Terri Carter 

 

The International Grail Network 
Forum was held in Mexico City from 
February 26 through February 28, 
2019. The Forum included the 
Network coordinators as well as the 
ILT. Network coordinator’s present 
were Mary Boyd: Trade and Global 
Justice; Terri Carter representing the 
Spirituality Network, Sarah Mabanja, 
Earth Network; Ticha Vasconcelos 
of the newly formed Migration and 
Refugee Network and Mary Kay 
Louchart for GLUNN (Grail Link to 
the United Nations). Dilma Alves, 
Mary Heidkamp and Maria Carlos 
Ramos also attended serving as ILT.  During the meeting each Network provided an inspiring and 
engaging report of their work, their Network’s membership and their needs going forward. The meeting 
ended with a highly interactive conversation with Cristina dos Anjos Conceiçao, the coordinator for the 
100 Years of The GRAIL Celebration to be held in Brazil in 2021. 
  

We are very grateful for the strong support of Rosaurora Espinosa and her son Victor Lara, Virginia 
Alvarado and Maya Gallardo. This small team arranged for accommodations, rides to and from the 
airport, support with note taking at the meeting and any other need we could imagine.  
 

During the meeting many subjects were discussed, the main focus being the following: 
 

• Affirmation of the autonomy and the spirit of the Networks 
• Role of Network Coordinators 
• Recommendations on how to improve communications and interaction among Networks 
• Network input on the upcoming 100 Years of the Grail Celebration 
• Proposal by Network Coordinators for upcoming IC meeting  
 
Grail International Networks connect members from around the globe who share a passion for these 
specific causes.  Networks have an organic participatory nature where individual members have an 
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important role to play within the Network. To learn more about a Network or to sign-up to join a Network, 
please contact the Network Coordinator: 
 
Mary Boyd: Trade and Global Justice – maryboyd@live.ca 

Patricia Gemmel: Spirituality Network - pgemmell@tpg.com.au 

Sarah Mabanja: Earth Network -  mabanja83@yahoo.com 

Ticha Vasconcelos: Migration and Refugee Network -  t.m.vasconcelos49@gmail.com 

Mary Kay Louchart: GLUNN (Grail Link to United Nations Networks) marykaylouchart@gmail.com 

 

 
CSW 63 Grail/UFER Event: 

Creating Equitable International Communities 
By Lucy Jones 

 

On Monday, March 18, The Grail was well represented at the United Nations Commission on the Status 
of Women by the program developed by GLUNN members and CSW participants. The program was 
titled “Creating Equitable International Communities: Shared Power, Spirituality and the SDG’s” and was 
emceed by Abida Jamal and Lisa Petro. 

Two of our panelists for this 
event had been denied visas: 
Caroline Mutimbanyoka of 
Zimbabwe and Edwig Kamatagi 
of Uganda.  Their presence and 
perspective were sorely 
missed.  Two chairs were left 
empty to indicate that loss. 

The program opened with a 
ritual lead by Ana Barata (intern 
from Portugal) who inspired us 
to envision the energy that 
creates and fuels the universe 
and exists and generates still 
within us. 

Each of the panelists responded to a question reflecting on her own work in community and then posed 
a question to the audience to create an abbreviated Socratic dialog. 

The panelists were Maria Platteeuw (33) of The Netherlands, Elsa Nogueira (21) of Portugal and 
Gabriella (17) of Florida, US.  Our program was closed with a ritual led by Camila Castillo Aranguiz of 
Morelos, Mexico, using indigenous practices of honoring the Great Spirit, the four cardinal directions and 
Mother Earth.  

mailto:marykaylouchart@gmail.com
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Maria is a social worker in Utrecht who works with the homeless and immigrants. She works to build 
community and organize women’s empowerment circles and uses Theatre of the Oppressed as an 
organizing tool.  She was asked to share examples of shared power in her community work.  She talked 
of creating safe spaces for women and for LGBT persons, recognizing one’s own vulnerability that 
creates a sense of family as individuals touch the core of their pain.  It became apparent to her the 
privilege of being a citizen versus being an immigrant.  In connecting with others from the heart, she saw 
helping others as an act of mutual care and learning.  She challenged the audience with a question 
about White/American/European privilege—how to exchange it for shared power that is fully shared. 

Elsa mentors young people on gender equality and responsible consumption in Lisbon.  She addressed 
the question: “What SDG calls you into action for your community and why?”  She expressed passion 
and excitement for the SDGs and how they can challenge society.  She works dynamically on Gender 
Equality (#5), noting that 58% of teens in Portugal have experienced gender-based violence. She works 
with young people at the grassroots so that they become real activists and spread the word between 
themselves.  She also sees SDG 16 (peace and justice) in play with the refugee work taken on by the 
Grail in Portugal by sponsoring and helping an Iraqi refugee family.  She asked the audience: “What do 
you think we can do so that the SDGs are no longer a utopian vision?” 

Gabriella, a high school senior, has been an activist leader in her short life already fighting discrimination 
and abuse in schools.  She answered the question: “How does your community work integrate 
spirituality and shared power to address the SDGs?” She spoke of her experience as a victim of assault 
and started a group Children United for Equality to give voice to people without a voice.  Her mother and 
faith in justice gave her strength and courage.  She asked the audience: “How can we empower each 
other, and unhinge the door of gender inequality?” 

There were about 30 people in attendance at the session and lively shared discussion occurred after 
each presenter.  The Grail was well represented by all these incredible young women.  You might 
consider your own answer to the questions posed by the panelists as we reflect on our role and the role 
of the Grail in addressing the SDGs through shared power and depth of spirit. 
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Happy 100th Birthday Wishes to Ruth Gallant

 Ruth with Birthday flowers from Becky Hill 

 

 

As I scroll through the congratulations and community joy in seeing your smiling faces, Fran and Ruth, 
I hear happy bells, and I feel the energies and the gifts of both of you! Such a team (of three: oh yes, 
woof-woof!)! Such a grace, Ruth! You have given a century of you to this world! Birthday blessings on 
you, Ruth--and you are blessing the almost centenarian Grail! 
 

Keep on smiling, dear ones, both of you! Comfort, hope, courage, healing, joy, love, birdsong, and oh 
yes: some woof-woofs passing your ways! Blessed and honored and inspired from knowing you both! 
 

Ubi caritas et amor, Deus ibi est.  
Vivian Corres 
 

 

Joining everyone in sending congratulations and love to Ruth on her 100th birthday. And what a great 
picture of Fran and Ruth together, many fond memories of both of them. 
 

Jody Grundy 
 

GRAND picture of Fran and Ruth.  HAPPY 
BIRTHDAY dear Ruth and blessings for all you 
have done for so many.   
 

Love, Sally Timmel 
 

 

Happy Birthday Ruth!  So good to see such a 
huge smile on your face! 
 

Wishing you all the best, Terri Carter 
 

 

Wonderful — both pictures—happy birthday 
Ruth. 
 
Terry Marshall   
 

 

Lovely indeed to see both Fran and Ruth looking 
FABULOUS! 
 

Very Happy Birthday Greetings to Ruth as you 
achieve your century mark.  Many thanks for all 
you have given and shared with us in the Grail. 
 

Love, Mary Farrell 
 

 

So nice to see a picture of both Ruth and Fran 
Martin!  Happy 100th Birthday RUTH!!!   
 

Blessings, Ria de Groot  
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Warm 100th birthday blessings to dear Ruth Gallant!  What a gift to see this fine photo! 
 

Love, Barbara Troxell 
 

 
Happy birthday, Ruth!  What a beautiful photo of two women who have touched so many lives with 
grace and positivity. 
 

Regards, Mary Kay Delgado 
 

 

Dear All, 
  

On Sunday (March 24, 2019), I was able to attend Ruth Gallant’s 100thbirthday party held at the Train 
Depot in Norman, OK, home of the University of Oklahoma and birthplace of actor James Garner 
(Maverick, Rockford Files). About 40 relatives were there – Ruth’s younger sister Shirley (85 years old), 
many nieces and nephews and their children and grandchildren -- including a little girl who was only 
about 1 year old.  Several had traveled some distance to attend.   
  

As most of us know, Ruth’s memory is impaired, but she very much enjoys engaging with other 
people.  I am not sure Ruth really knew who I am although we sat and talked for a while, but she did 
know the Grail.  

 

Several of Ruth’s relatives (Shirley, Susan Long, and her nephew David Roewe) mentioned trips to visit 
Ruth at Grailville and the hospitality they received.  Susan shared how much Ruth enjoys FaceTime 
visits with several Grail friends.  She was especially glad that Fran Martin has learned to use FaceTime 
so that they can visit.  Susan also says that Ruth enjoys receiving cards (600 E Boyd, Norman, OK 
73071) and received many for this special birthday.  I understand she probably enjoys them anytime. 
 Ruth lives with her niece Susan Long, a nurse working professionally at an assisted living facility.  Her 
husband David teaches at the University.  Shirley spends 3-4 days each week with Ruth so that she is 
not alone. It was wonderful to see how much they appreciate, enjoy and care for her.  Susan mentioned 
that Ruth maintains a lively sense of humor. 
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During the party, I offered to share some favorite memories of Ruth if her family would share theirs.  I 
heard how nieces and nephews treasured her reading of The Night Before Christmas whenever she 
shared the holiday with them.  Several remembered special gifts Ruth had given them.  One niece 
mentioned how Ruth encouraged the girls to do whatever they wanted.  And her nephew David 
remembered taking Ruth (in her 80s) on a motorcycle ride – and had the picture to prove it.  I shared 
memories of teaching Ruth to check the oil in her car when we were living at Grailville and the two of us 
daring each other into skinny dipping at a state park in Kentucky. 
  

Here are some pix from the party – Susan Long pushing Ruth in her wheel chair, Shirley and Ruth 
checking out a “fountain of youth” water bottle, and the motorcycle pic. I’ll attach a few others to the next 
email as the silly system says this message is too large. 
  
A Very Happy Birthday. 
M April Goering  
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Book Review: 
Storming the Wall: Climate Change,  
Migration, and Homeland Security 

By Marian Ronan 

Storming the Wall: Climate Change, Migration, and Homeland Security, by Todd Miller. San Francisco: 
City Lights Books, 2017. Paperback. 240 pp. $11.86. First chapter available on-line: 
http://www.citylights.com/book/?GCOI=87286100615860 
 

Given the US government shutdown four months ago over money for a wall along the US Mexican 
border, and Donald Trump’s increased demand for such a wall in his next budget, we might be tempted 
to conclude that building one such wall is a very big deal. 
 

The truth is, as Todd Miller explains in Storming the Wall, the US government, and governments around 
the world, have been building many walls, and spending stupendous amounts of money for border 
enforcement and protection, for some time now. When he came into office, Trump had at his disposal 
60,000 Customs and Border Patrol (CPB) agents, making it the largest federal law enforcement agency 
in the country at the time, and the 2017 border and immigration enforcement budget was $20 billion. 
And this doesn’t take into account the collaborative arrangements between local law enforcement 
agencies with ICE and CPB that deputize local police officers as immigration agents all over the country. 
In addition, since 2003, the US has added over 650 miles of walls and barriers along the US Mexico 
divide and has poured billions into advanced technology to enforce the border. And the US is by no 
means the only wall builder and border enforcer: there are now at least 70 border walls around the 
globe. 
 

At the heart of this intensification of border militarization and refugee exclusion is the climate crisis. 
Some experts go so far as to predict that there will be a billion climate refugees by the year 2050.   
And even now, many of the refugees pouring across borders are at bottom climate refugees, since the 
violence in the countries they are fleeing is often provoked by environmental crisis—the 2006 to 2010 
drought in Syria, for example, is a major cause of the conflict  there, though it is rarely mentioned as 
such, while the rise of Boko Haram is directly linked to water scarcity in Nigeria. Yet the international 
community is so ill prepared for this growing crisis that climate refugees have absolutely no human 
rights status in international law, as, for example, war refugees do. 
 

In Storming the Wall, Miller does an excellent job of laying out the parameters of the growing 
militarization of borders around the world in light of the climate crisis. But his argument is by no means 
limited to facts and figures. Rather, he empowers his argument with stories of families torn apart by 
border militarism. One of the most galvanizing is that of the assassination of an environmental protestor 
in the Philippines after Typhoon Haiyan in 2013. But, Miller warns us, we as citizens of powerful northern 
nations ought not to assume that we are immune from such climate refugee exclusion: authorities set up 
checkpoints along the California border to keep out US citizens fleeing the US Dustbowl crisis in the 
1930s because they were assumed to be lazy vagrants, unable to support themselves. Remind you of 
anything? 

http://www.citylights.com/book/?GCOI=87286100615860
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Ultimately, Miller forces readers to face up to the fact that governments—particularly the US government 
under Trump as well as his predecessors—have chosen to “adapt” to the impacts of climate change 
through militarized counter-terrorism actions rather than by taking steps to reverse climate change. 
Trump’s removal of the US from the Paris climate accord even as he demands more border security is 
only one example of this form of “adaptation.”  
 

Storming the Wall is a not entirely without hope, however. Miller concludes it with a chapter documenting 
the ways in which grassroots groups around the world are coming together and demanding change— 
“storming the walls” that governments are putting up instead of taking the strong measures needed to 
reverse the climate catastrophe. From that point of view, we can say that the you   ng people on strike 
with Greta Thunberg around the world and in the Sunrise Movement are “storming the wall.” We need to 
get out there and join them. 

 

Marian Ronan is active in the US Grail Climate Action Circle. 

 

Wanted: MENTORS 
By Terri Carter 

In the February GUMBO we published the new Mentor guide along with guidelines for members wishing 
to serve in this important role:  
http://www.grail-us.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/Gumbo-02-19.pdf 
 

We are now updating the Mentor list and encouraging members to consider serving the Grail in in this 
important capacity.  Women interested in exploring membership to the Grail deserve a committed 
member to help guide her through our rich history, the changes we've gone through in the past and the 
promise of our future.   
 

Please give this opportunity consideration, prayer and contemplation.  It's a rewarding experience!  I've 
always considered Mentoring as a long conversation, one that is spaced out over about a year.  Mentors 
and their Explorers should meet monthly and discuss the information and resources shared in the 
Mentor Guide, however, mentoring can take place with monthly phone calls when you're not near one 
another. By the time you've reach the end of the Mentor Guide you will have enjoyed getting to know 
one another and the Grail on a deeper level. 
 
Here are the needed qualifications: 

• Be an active Grail member for at least three years 

• Participate actively: keeping up with Grail communications and participating in local, regional and 
national gatherings as possible 

 

Responsibilities of Mentor: 
• Follow Mentor/Explorer Guide in its entirety 

• Keep accurate records of your meeting dates and specific materials covered 

http://www.grail-us.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/Gumbo-02-19.pdf
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• Communicate with MD&E Committee regarding the progress of the process and any concerns that 
may arise 

• Introduce Explorer to other Grail members and encourage participation on local, regional and 
national levels 

• Encourage Explorer to stay current via National News, Gumbo, and other communications sent 
out by the national and international Grail 

• When an Explorer is ready to become a member, connect with the MD&E team to ensure the 
process has been completed 

• Write an introduction of your Explorer for publication in Gumbo when process is complete and 
explorer is ready for commitment to the Grail 

 

The Membership Development and Enrichment team are here to help you along the way.  
Interested?  Have questions or concerns?  
 

Please contact a member of the Membership Development and Enrichment committee:   
Emily Snyder – chair, Terri Carter, Shirley Piazza, Carol Siemering 
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 Remembrances of Cay Charles 
September 18, 1922 - February 28, 2019 

I barely met Cay, but I’m writing to thank you all for these 
expressions of love and appreciation of her life.  I will be 
90 on March 27.  I’m in good health physically and 
mentally.  It is a comfort, at this age, to know that loved 
ones (like Cay—like Janet Kalven) have experienced death 
and have been courageous and gracious as they passed 
on.  We truly do not know if there is an “after life” for 
us.  That does not mean that there isn’t.  It means that we 
don’t KNOW.  Many of us have faith in “eternal life” as the 
gift of a Jesus Christ in whom we believe “where we 
cannot prove”. “Proof” depends on the use of our five 
senses, a bodily gift.  “Faith” proves nothing.  I think that 
“courage” (literally “much heart”) as an attitude enables 
us to face illness and death with some equanimity, an 
attitude of peaceful acceptance.  And to enjoy each day’s 
gifts—such as thinking of Cay’s tulips!  Tulips are truly 
beautiful.  We took tulips to my own mother as she lay 
dying.  I join you in prayers for Cay, for peacefulness and 
comfort. 

~ ELLEN DUELL  

 Dear Grail Sisters: 
 

As ILT we were sorry to learn of the passing of Cay Charles. We received this news during a morning ritual at the 
Network Forum.  We stopped and included Cay in our prayers and then over the next couple of days we shared 
memories and stories. 
 

We are sure she will be remembered for her love of theater, dramatic and literary readings and how she encouraged 
everyone to use their voice.  Cay was always ready with a welcome and insightful humor. 
 

May the outpouring of love you have received at this time, be a reminder of how much she was loved and will be 
missed. 
 

“Death is not the extinguishing of light; it is putting out the lamp because dawn has come.” 
 

-Rabindranath Tagore 
 

Please accept our deep sympathy for your loss.  Our prayers are with all of you at this time. With all our love and 
condolences.  
 

~  DILMA, MARIA CARLOS, AND MARY (Grail ILT) 
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Now free from pain and having passed into the greatness 
of heaven!  
 

I am grateful to have known her, and happy to hear about 
her from those who have written.   The photo is beautiful! 
 

~ FRAN MARTIN 

I share with you the sad news of the death of one of us, 
Cay Charles from the USA.  My heartfelt condolences to 
the Grail members  in the US. 
 

Best regards,   
~ MARY OMEDO 

So you went finally to God! You travelled into the fullness of God, the One that you loved so much through your Catholic 
commitment to the Grail and, within the Grail, through the Nucleus. You loved the Scriptures, yes. 
 

I got to know and appreciate our friendship since I lived at the Grail center in Brooklyn (with Sharon Thomson and Elaine 
Jones) and you were coming every one or two weeks to take care of the house business. So much laughing over a cup of 
white wine, especially the “Planalto” wine that I would bring from Portugal.  
 

I visited you in August, two years ago. You had been placed in that huge residence for the elderly not far from Cornwall. I 
was there for a brief visit. At the door of your room you recognized me immediately. With your unforgettable voice and 
your blue eyes wide open, you said: “Ticha! I can’t believe it, Ticha is here”. We spoke briefly about your Golegã visits 
(“the sheep and the green fields…”) when, together, we coordinated the “Theology and Spirituality Network”. It was a 
pleasure to work with you and other Grail members: Anita Saisi, Teopista from Uganda, Kerstin Jacobson, Mary Kay 
Louchart, Ana Oom, … You were so deeply involved in this Network because of your own convictions as a Catholic Grail 
member, specifically around the needed theological formation of all Grail members. It felt like this was your “mission” in 
your late years. 
 

Remember the Spirituality Forum near Lisbon organized by us? I will never forget the adoration of the Cross that I 
prepared as one of the prayers and, very specially, our evening  joint reading (in English followed by Portuguese language) 
of a section of Tolstoy’s “Brothers Karamazov”. You were an excellent reader directing us with such   expertise! 
 

After the visit I had with you I came back to Cornwall in a deep emotional state. It became clear to my mind that it was my 
last visit to you. I will treasure forever that moment of deep complicity and spiritual connection. I am certain that you are 
in eternal joy, you my Irish red hair, blue eye joyful friend. Yet I still will miss you. You were a spiritual reference for me, 
dear Cay. Thank you. I am certain that you are finally in God… laughing with Him. 
 

~  TICHA VASCONCELOS (PORTUGAL) 

Dear friends in the USA I am writing on behalf of the Italian Grail to share with you our deep sorrow for the death of Cay 
Chares. She was a very close friend of mine and I am grateful for all that she gave me and to the Grail. At the beginning of 
the years 2000 she invited me to join a team who would reflect on Spirituality in the Grail, this work lasted until the 
Spirituality Forum in 2007 and so I had the possibility to meet Cay and to be inspired by her faith and her strength. She 
had the courage to make the whole Grail to go deep into our spirituality in a time of great change and I can say that she 
helped me to widen my interest on this very important issue, in fact I started a research on lay spirituality that lasts until 
today. I remember her humor, her capacity to appreciate Beauty in all its aspects, her love for poetry and for good food 
and good wine. She came to Milano at the end of 2004 and spent with us the last day of the year wanting to celebrate it in 
Duomo square, the center of Milano city in front of our cathedral. 
 

She was a real Grail woman, with many interests and always looking for new ways to grow and to be aware of the signs of 
our time. 
 

May she bless us from her resting place and now we sing a song of thanksgiving for her life and for having her in our 
heart.  Much love to all of you. 
 
 

~ ANITA SAISI - MILANO - ITALY 
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Growing up in Newburgh, I can’t say for sure when I had the privilege of meeting Cay, or the other amazing Grail women 
of Cornwall.  However, I can pinpoint the moment I first glimpsed who she really was – when I caught a hint of her depth 
and brilliance.  During the International Formation program in 1995, Cay read a Denise Levertov poem for us.  The poem 
begins, “Not you, Lord, it is I who am absent,” and goes on to describe a restless river, a hidden sapphire, and the eternal 
quest for God.  It was no longer the poet speaking, but Cay, and her voice expressed the longings of us listeners (Grail 
women from around the world) -- and of every single person on this earth who has felt a soul stirring within them.  That 
was Cay:  sweeping, mystical, intellectual and masterful.  She knew how to speak to my heart, as she knew how to reach 
so many women along her Grail journey. 
 

Perhaps it is a testament to Cay’s eloquence that her death left me speechless.  I knew it was imminent…but it is just so 
hard to conceive that such an articulate voice could fall silent.   
 

On the staff at Cornwall, Cay played a commanding role.  Her opinions on happy hour menu selections (serve a variety of 
crackers!) and study group readings (who else would take on an article like “Praying in a Post-Einsteinian Universe”?) 
were always taken seriously.  Her rocking chair, positioned next to the couch, was her chair.  She loved lavishly and took 
community seriously.  Cay adored offering hospitality to Grail visitors – especially international ones.  She spoke often 
and affectionately of her Grail sisters from other countries, of collaborations formed through exchanges, programs and 
travels.  Her identity as a member of the International Grail Women’s Movement permeated her every waking 
thought…but Cay had joined the Grail with a well-developed personality, and never lost her sense of individuality.  She 
was addicted to soap operas, and loved betting on horse races.  She indulged in an evening glass of wine religiously and 
dressed as if it were her duty to uphold fashion morality.  When one year, the Cornwall staff threw her a surprise 
birthday party, I knew it had indeed been kept secret -- because Cay showed up without lipstick. 
 

Before joining the Grail, Cay had taught high school; her sister Moira told us that Cay supported her mother and six 
siblings for a whole year while her father regained health.  Her family spoke of Cay as the matriarch who followed in the 
footsteps of their beloved “Momsy,” Cay’s mother.  Members of the McGrath-Charles clan treasure their memories of 
Thanksgiving at the Phoenix.  Cay delighted in the family’s children, and regaled them with stories of her Grail 
adventures.  One nephew noted that she was always ready for a rigorous debate on philosophy, politics, religion or 
current events in the world.   
 

I came to friendship with Cay late in her life, unlike others who were fortunate to be mentored by her in her younger 
years.  Still, I felt honored to have known Cay at a time when she struggled determinedly to contribute to the 
conversation of the spiritual foundation of the Grail.  She was eager to examine new insights.  Cay was very taken with 
Ewert Cousins’ theology of “center to center” encounters, i.e., deep sharing between persons of different faith traditions, 
from the core of what is most important and most integral to their respective spiritualties.  She never gave up hope that 
this vision would endure.   
  

I am so grateful that Cay knew peace at the end of her life.  She received visits graciously and gladly, and her rare 
complaint was of being “bored.”  The gospel reading she identified with was the one in which Jesus tells the woman with 
the flow of blood (who was brave enough to defy ritual purity and to seek healing) “Daughter, your faith has healed you.  
Go in peace.”       
 

During Cay’s funeral Mass, held at the parish where she had attended daily Mass while she lived in Cornwall, sunshine 
broke through the snowy winter morning.  Streams of sunlight flooded the church to dance on the dazzling gold 
tabernacle.  How many tens of thousands of times had Cay taken Communion in her lifetime?  She often spoke of the call 
to be present. To attend to Mystery. To give it everything, and to give everything for it.  She was like the merchant of the 
parables.  Seven decades ago, her sister Sheila invited Cay along to a Grail meeting in Brooklyn:  there, Cay found her 
pearl of great price.  She sold everything she had to claim that pearl – and did so “in joy.”   
 

~ DEIRDRE CORNELL 
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Summer 1962 – Grailville, to complete the splendid August 15 celebration, an evening cookout in the dry creek bottom, 
followed by a dramatic reading from Archibald MacLeish’s J.B. with participants selected and coached by Cay. 
Thrilling...my one opportunity to speak a part under Cay’s direction.  
 

Fast forward to 1982 – Cornwall, my first experience of a weekend there...with dozens more to come...Cay and the 
team offering deep hospitality to old and new participants. Open doors and hearts and minds and spirits. Doing things 
beautifully and right. Always it felt like coming home. 
 

Theology, liturgy, literature, drama...Cay’s life immersed in these. She didn’t suffer fools but was very honest with 
herself and others. She appreciated excellence and practiced kindness. She cared. She was passionate. She inspired the 
international theology network and was inspired by these women from Italy and Canada, Portugal and Uganda. 
 

Cay - my mentor as I prepared to become a real Grail member, not just a fellow traveler, and what a combination of 
serious study, humor, and sociability. 
 

Ireland and all things Celtic! Poetry, brilliant language brought her pensive smile. At the core was living faith ascending 
like incense when she read from the lectern or in the Oratory or Cornwall living room. 
 

Cay’s voice – the timbre – the New York sound – I will miss it forever. 
 

Gratefully with love, 
~  MARY GENE DEVLIN 

Dearest U.S. Grail sisters-friends, 
 

Our beloved Cay is already enjoying the glory of God with our other beloved saints of the Grail. That is a blessing. For all 
of you, beloved friends of the Grail of the United States, especially for those who had the opportunity to share spaces 
and responsibilities with Cay, for so many years, we wish you that consolation will soon reach your hearts. We will miss 
her!  Much love. 
 

~  ROSAURORA FROM THE MEXICAN GRAIL 
 

MARILYN AITKEN (SOUTH AFRICA):  I am happy that Cay ended her long and fruitful life still communicating with those 
around her.  In 1995, I spent a wonderful 6 months on sabbatical in the USA with my base at Cornwall, in a room in the 
Cottage.  Ann Burke and Cay were my neighbours across the landing. Cay and I were very different. She spent a lot of 
time watching movies and I kept leaving Cornwall to pursue courses in eco-spirituality and eco-feminism.  Cay was very 
supportive of what I was doing and we got on well. In 2007,it was Cay who asked me to attend the Spirituality 
workshop in Portugal and do something on Eco-spirituality.  Thanks to all who have been there for Cay these past years. 
I am very happy that Cay is coming home to Cornwall. 

When we were both at the Detroit Grail Center we would often have dinner together. Cay was the cook this night.  She 
had me taste the dish. A bit bland!  She asked if I would go to the neighborhood liquor store and pick up some brandy! 
 
Dorothy Day was joining us for the meal, as she did when she made her annual visit to the Catholic Worker.   
A tasty meal and great conversation. A wonderful memory! 
 
~ STEPHANA (MARY ANN) TIKALSKY 
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DUANNE WELSCH:  I have fond memories of Cathleen when I lived at the Detroit Grail Center.  She was an important 
part of my “introduction” to the Grail.  Later at national meetings and particularly the annual LSG (Lateral Sharing 
Group) finance meetings at Grailville.  The requisite happy hours and giggling into the night – especially respecting the 
need for quiet as some were already asleep.  But Elaine Jones had a “dainty” laugh that would always explode.  Alice 
Dougan was a co-conspirator in these sessions.  Cay brings many smiles.  
  

THERESA CZERWINSKI:  I have known and love Cay since I was about 12 and am now approaching 78.  What a beautiful 
and inspirational woman she has been.  It’s approaching 2 years since Emilia was here from South Africa and we took a 
trip up to see Cay.  She immediately recognized Emilia, Alexa, and myself.  We had such a nice visit and I am very 
grateful to have been able to facilitate that visit.  I am very sure that our beloved Grail sisters who have preceded her 
and all the angels and saints are waiting to welcome Cay to her just rewards.  My prayers are with her now. 
 

MARY FARRELL:  I join the chorus of those who have been touched, with insight and love and laughter by Cay.  She spoke 
her mind and also listened to what others were saying.  She lives in my memory as loving, interesting and interested, 
active for so long.  We will miss her!  May she be comforted and find peace for her transition. 
 

TERESA WILSON:  Cay was a very special introduction to the Grail for me in the early 70’s.  We will keep Cay in our 
prayers at Pilgrim Place.   
 

MARIAN RONAN:  Yesterday Deirdre Cornell and I went up to Goshen, NY to visit Cay.  It was hard to see her in such bad 
shape; the organ failure she is experiencing results in her skin being yellow and also very itchy.  But we were grateful 
for the opportunity to spend time with her.  And she is, after all, 96, as she reminded us several times during our visit.  
Deidre brought Cay a vase of tulips – Cay loves tulips – and Cay mentioned several times during our time together how 
beautiful the tulips were.  One of the high points of our visit was Deirdre reading the 23rd Psalm – My Shepherd is the 
Lord, nothing indeed shall I want - several times.  We also sang “Where there is charity and loving friendship”, and 
several other antiphons with Cay.  And just before we left, we held hands and sang the Russian Alleluia.  It is hard to see 
these Grail elders – women who were mothers to many of us – leaving us.  Yet we can also be grateful for the great 
good they have done during their decades in the Grail and rejoice with them as they enter God’s kingdom. 

  

 
 

Our sincerest condolences.  May her soul rest in peace. 
Please be assured of our prayers. 
 

 ~  CHRISTINE GARINGANA (GRAIL IN THE PHILIPPINES) 

Our heartfelt condolences to our sisters in the USA. 
From the Grail South Africa 
 

~  IDAH KHOMA (NLT SA) 
 

My dear Friends in the US Grail and all who mourn for the loss of Cay Charles, 
 

Many special greetings and good wishes from Germany and all Grail members who are memorizing Cay Charles with 
you, recalling her life and service and the joy she gave us when meeting.  
 

Although we are late, the attached condolence message comes from our heart and our deep union in spirit, accept it 
kindly and know that we feel with you and pray for the soul of Cay and for your comfort.  
 

With love and blessings,  

~ CHRISTA WERNER  
   ON BEHALF OF THE GERMAN LEADERSHIP TEAM AND ALL MEMBERS 
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LENIE SHAAREMAN:  Memories of Cay:  we are both emotional, experienced and expressed differently … Cay, you have my 
love, deep respect and thanks. 
 

DIANA HAYES:  Cay was a wonderful guiding person for me as I went through the process of entering the Grail.  She, 
Gertrude Morris, and Una Hargrave were guides, friends, spiritual warriors, all and everything I needed to feel 
welcomed.  I am sad that Cay is failing but know that she will be rejoicing with so many of her Grail sisters who have 
gone on before her.  I am holding her and her family in prayer. 
 

JOYCE MINKLER:  I was just thinking and talking about Cay a few days ago, telling folks here (at the Sisters of Loretto) that 
Cay had taught me how to read aloud when I first joined the Grail.  I had been ashamed of my deep voice and 
uncomfortable using it to read for liturgies, etc. and Cay took me under her wing and told me I had a beautiful voice and 
taught me how to use it.  Then… many years of friendship following (and Holy Week Preparations!).  I will miss her and 
always be grateful for her presence in my life. 
 

PAM COBEY:  My memories are so small in comparison to those privileged to know her for so many years but the first 
time I met Cay we had a delightful conversation about the works of Paul Knitter and pluralism and Roger Haight, who 
was one of my teachers and directed my thesis.  I was in heaven.  Blessings on dear Cay! And many prayers.  We are on 
our way to Israel.  We will be visiting the church of St. Ann in Jerusalem.  No one can speak in the church – only sing.  I 
can’t sing but I will silently pray for Cay. 
 

JUDY ALVES:  Cay Charles is a Grail mother to me.  I can hear her clear measured voice that guided our gatherings.  I 
sense that this will be another loss of one who sat at the proverbial head of the table.  May she feel love and peace in 
her final journey from this earth. 
 

ANGELE SMITH:  She is in my prayers.  I have fond memories of her from Grailville days. 
 

BARBARA TROXELL:  Fond memories of Cay, years ago, welcoming this Protestant warmly at Grailville.  Prayer for her as 
she peacefully makes the Great Transition. 
 

EMILY THOMAS:  I’m so grateful for my years working with Cay at Cornwall, and still amazed at her prowess at math and 
accounting.  She was faster with pen and paper than I was with Quicken on the computer.  Dave claims being part of her 
family with all the trips taking her to visit them.  A long and fruitful life. 
 

SALLY TIMMEL:  I think of Cay often as Anne Hope and I lived in the same house with her (and Dorothy Rasenberger) at 
Cornwall in the early 1980’s.  Yes, Cay was a presence and a “force”.  She was passionate about the Grail and the world – 
and had that wonderful touch of drama.  As many know, Cay produced many plays with those in formation in the 1950’s 
and 60’s as well as during events we held over the years.  These were so wonderfully inspirational and brought forth a 
deeper meaning to our lives in the Grail.  Although there were times one could deeply disagree with Cay – this was just 
part of life – and her affection and warmth shown through and I found I could not resist her spirit for long!  Her humor 
topped holding onto any petty resentments.  May her spirit carry her forward and also us from what she has given to us.  
 

NÁDIA VILLEFORT (THE GRAIL IN BRAZIL):  We received with much sadness the news of the death of Cay Charles.  We 
remember her as an elegant, talented, committed woman with a wonderful sense of humor.  Many of us participated in 
formation programs in Cornwall and have fond memories of her.  She contributed a lot to our formation!  Receive our 
loving embrace and prayers. In the certainty that Cay rests in peace, with other Grail sisters in the presence of God! 
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Remembering Cay 
 
My friend Cay loved the sea. She could sit for hours and watch the endless rolling waves coming ashore. I remember 
watching her once as she did this. We were at our mutual friend’s house at the Jersey shore. She had been so excited 
to go. It was in the latter years of her living at Cornwall and she didn’t have many opportunities to travel about. So 
when the Cornwall team was invited to spend some days there—in a house overlooking the sea—she was thrilled.  
 

But when we arrived it began to rain. It rained for days. It rained and stormed the whole time we were there. Cay was 
clearly disappointed. She had been dreaming of a warm June sun, walks and a beach chair down by the water’s edge, 
the crashing of waves and the smell of the sea.  
 

Yet, undeterred, remaining in the house, she pulled up a chair close to the dining room window and from there she 
could watch the ocean beyond the dunes. She sat there each day for hours at a time, so still it seemed, barely moving; 
head erect, back upright, her hands folded in her lap. Hour after hour. Just staring through that window at the rain 
and the vastness that lay out past the dunes.  
 

I felt so sorry for her. Of course, the rest of us were not happy with this gray state of affairs. But we knew another 
time, another June at the beach would come. But Cay seemed to sense that this could very well be the last time she’d 
have a chance to be beside her beloved sea. It was like she didn’t want to miss a minute of it. 
 

I told her how sorry I was for her, that our trip to the ocean had turned out so miserably. But she said it was okay. She 
said she found it all very interesting, the way the wind pushed the waves and the clouds, the different shades of gray 
she could see all the way to the horizon. 
 

Not long after this trip, Cay took another of her many falls and ended up finally in an assisted living facility. It was hard 
for her. She who had loved not just the sea but also Beauty and Excellence; she who had devoted her life to promoting 
these values within the Grail, to leading so many of us in dramas and liturgies, having us read our lines over and over 
until we finally got not just the words but the precise intonation absolutely right—she now found herself in chrome 
sterility. She whose central religious practice had been the daily Eucharist no longer went to Mass. She who had given 
years to studying philosophers, theologians and the great thinkers could no longer focus her attention to read. 
 

But her humor never failed her. Her wryness and streaks of irreverence remained. We could still share memories: like 
the time she tried to make me appear naked in the oratory as part of the closing scene for the play Wit she was 
directing me in. “I still don’t understand why you wouldn’t do that,” she said. “It would have only been for 30 
seconds.” 
 

 And lots of jokes.  I could still say something—one Brooklyn girl to another--and watch her eyes roll as she said “Fuh-
gedda-boudit.” 
 

Once, when I was visiting her, we sat in a hallway where there was a large panoramic window in front of us. I asked 
her, “What do you do all day? What do you do with your mind?” She shrugged, and pointed to the window in front of 
us. “I watch the clouds,” she said. 
 

No longer able to be by the sea, Cay now had the vast blue sky. 
  
~  SHARON THOMSON 
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Remembering Cay by Simonetta Romano 
 

Prayer 
A poem by Galway Kinnell 
 

Whatever happens. Whatever 
what is is is what 
I want. Only that. But that. 
 
This short, beautiful, and profoundly spiritual poem was one of Cay’s favorites, and she read it quite often during our 
morning prayer sessions at the Grail in Cornwall in the last years as a resident.   
She truly loved it because of the fascinating use of language – the repetition of the verb “is” three times in the second 
line, for instance – and because this poem spoke about her own sense of mystery and spiritual longing. 
 

The Cay I knew and loved was very fond of all the Arts, and of the Beauty they can offer to the human soul. She had a 
real talent for thinking deeply, looking at reality from a poetic point of view, and enjoying the simple pleasures that life 
can offer. Sharing a glass of wine with cheese and crackers, and having an interesting conversation always made Cay 
very happy. 
 

I have memories of so many parties we planned and prepared together for visitors or just for us, the members of the 
residential community at the Grail center. Birthdays, holidays, and other occasions were celebrated and honored with 
both food for thoughts and food for the body…and laughter, lots of it, when appropriate, of course… 
 
Cay had a great sense of humor, very Irish, and her wit was equal to her great intelligence. She was a woman who could 
travel in many uncharted territories, without fears. Although deeply rooted in Catholic tradition she was – nevertheless 
– open to dialogue, and made friends with women who held very different understandings of the world and the 
cosmos. 
 
At the Cornwall Grail – where I met Cay in 1995 and became a community member in 2005, having the pleasure and 
honor to share life and work with her for a few years – we had a practice of a weekly study group on spiritual/religious 
matters. Cay was often the one challenging the group with books and articles that were testing our intelligence and 
understanding. 
 
I particularly remember a philosophy book on the subject of “Beauty,” which she asked us to read so that she could be 
helped with penetrating its meaning. The big question posed by the author was about the “essence of beauty:” was 
beauty “relative” -- to a culture for instance -- or was it possible to find a universal beauty? I will never forget the 
passion with which Cay was discussing the concepts in that book, the enthusiasm and satisfaction she showed when 
something could be deciphered. And this was a woman over 80 years old, and still filled with curiosity and an authentic 
interest in widening her understanding and knowledge. 
 
I am glad I met and got to share a few years of my life with Cay. I learned so much from her, and she was a great 
companion on my Grail journey. 
 
Wherever she is, I lift my glass of wine to her, hoping to see her again one day. 
 

 ~  SIMONETTA ROMANO  
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I have so many memories of Cay. When I was young in the Grail she was a formidable presence, one of the great 
intellects, and a strong leader, especially in the area of theology and spirituality which was of particular interest to me.  
As we had opportunities to work together on a variety of teams I found her warm and encouraging but always a little 
intimidating.   
 

As a younger person, I would sometimes resist her perspective, thinking it represented the past or more traditional 
point of view.  As I grew in the Grail and in my relationship with Cay, I came to realize the breadth of her knowledge 
and her ability to integrate so many perspectives with her deep Catholic faith and practice.  As we all aged I marveled at 
Cay's ability to remain open to so much religious and cultural diversity in the Grail.  She seemed able to engage with 
new ideas even as she continually exhorted us to think "more deeply".   
 

Looking back I can see how frustrated she must have been at times!  I often enjoyed Cay's hospitality at Cornwall and 
remember many good happy hours.  It was a wonderful contrast to our intense work sessions and she could 
immediately shift gears.  Of course, so many of us enjoyed her hearty laugh when something struck her funny.  Her 
move from Cornwall was very difficult for her and I worried about her adjustment.  I always enjoyed our visits.  I 
remember a meaningful conversation at one point when I said that others were facing transitions and were asking how 
she was doing.  What would you tell them?  She said "I am content".   And I found her to be so until her last days.  Her 
graciousness, character, deep faith and inner strength was evident to all and she made a deep impression on her care 
givers.  And now another of our great souls has joined the communion! 
 

~  MAUREEN TATE 
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